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'The Blind Artist'
Mahua Fun Age's 2020 New Year play, directed

by Wu Jiang, tells a story about lies, desires, and
redemption: Despite having little talent, artist Fei Jin is hyped to

fame by curator Miss Tao. Rumors spread that Fei is coming to the end
of his life after being "accidentally" injured, resulting in the soaring price of
his new paintings. While at the hospital, his newly-hired blind masseur brings
endless unexpected trouble.

'Haidilaoyue'
One of the most popular

Wuhan dialect comedies produced by
Wuhan Shuochang Troupe,
"Haidilaoyue" has gained success at
the box office over the past years. It
was also the Cao Yu Prize winner
after its premiere in 2012. With
Tian Kejing as Chabazi and Lu Ming
as Gabazi, the story begins on the
eve of the liberation of Wuhan and
revolves around the Mahjong games
played by a group of Wuhan locals
over 60 years.

Time: 7:30 p.m., Jan. 28 & 29
Venue: Wuhan Theater (武汉剧院)
Tickets: ￥60, ￥100, ￥180, ￥280

Time: 7:30 p.m., Feb. 14 & 15
Venue: Wuhan Theater (武汉剧院）
Tickets: ￥100, ￥180, ￥270, ￥280, ￥380

The concert will be conducted
by Liu Peng with accompaniment
by Wu Chun on the piano. The
repertoire includes the piano
concerto "Yellow River" and
selections from the opera "Carmen."

Time: 7:30 p.m., Jan. 17
Venue: Qintai Concert Hall

（琴台音乐厅）
Tickets: ￥80, ￥120, ￥180,

￥280, ￥380

New Year Concert by Wuhan
Philharmonic Orchestra

STAGE Crosstalk
At this Wuhan local crosstalk show, the

audience will appreciate performances by
1940s-, 1980s-, the 1990s- and 2000s-
generation comedians, represented by Mr. Pan
Haibo, the "Successor of South China stand-up
comedy," with his apprentice Zhang Yitian and
Zhang's apprentices.

Time: 7:30 p.m., Jan. 17
Venue: He Space Theater (禾空间小剧场)
Tickets: ￥40, ￥80

CONCERT


